
Art of the Roman Empire 
✦ empire stretched from England to Egypt; Spain to Russia - ruled by an emperor
✦ Roman culture - mix of older cultures (Greek) - spread to places they conquered
✦ Art strongly influenced by Greek art but less religious and less idealized

✦ it was more commemorative (made to memorialize)

Purpose of Roman Art:
✦ celebrate and show off the power and might of the emperor and empire
✦ create a record of Roman history

Roman Sculpture:
✦ realistic depictions of Roman leaders - influenced by wax death masks used for 

memorializing the deceased
✦ designed to be seen in public places all over the empire

Statue of Marcus Aurelius, 161-180 AD, Bronze, Rome.
- statue of Roman emperor
- equestrian statue (horse and rider)
- right arm out in typical oratorical gesture
- figure larger in size than horse

How does this sculpture show the power of the emperor?

Portrait Bust of a Man, 1st 
century BC

✦ Roman sculpture less idealized than Greek 
sculpture (not as obsessed with perfect beauty)

✦ showed the true looks of their subject - including 
their imperfections

✦ Roman relief sculptures:
✦ shallow, 3-D carvings on flat surfaces 
✦ showed off skills of the artists with intricate carving 

and figures
✦ most reliefs are on architectural works - subject matter 

is battles/ hunts

Trajan’s Column, 106-113 AD, Marble, Rome
- made to commemorate Trajan’s battle victories
- height of column symbolize ‘height of success 

and accomplishment’ of emperor
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Architecture:
✦ massive public buildings (courts, stadiums, palaces) proclaim power, riches of Empire
✦ other types of architecture: baths, aqueducts, bridges - also spread through empire
✦ Romans used Greek pediments and columns in their architecture
✦ made the arch, dome, and vault popular - with invention of concrete

✦ arch - structure that spans a wide space,  open underneath - used for bridges, 
aqueducts and triumphal arches

✦ vault - series of arches used to make an open space with a rounded ceiling - used 
for hallways, sewers and tunnels

✦ dome - architectural elements that resembles the hollow upper half of a sphere - 
used for massive public buildings

The Colosseum, 72-80 AD, Concrete, Rome

- amphitheatre used for gladiatorial battles, 
mock sea battles, executions, plays

- made using series of arches and vaults
- hidden networks and tunnels underneath 

the floor to hold animals and gladiators 

The 
Pantheon, 
about 
118-125 
AD, Rome.

- temple to all the Roman gods
- Huge Corinthian columns supporting a 

pediment
- domed central area behind the columns 

and pediments
- oculus (skylight) at top of dome  


